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Abstract 

This deliverable describes the initial set of text mining services or pipelines that are available on the 
AnnoMarket platform, and details performance evaluation experiments on key pipelines to compare 
their accuracy to that of competitor services. 

__________________________________ 
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1  Introduction 

This document details the initial set of text analysis services which have been made available on the 
AnnoMarket platform.  The set of services can be classified along a number of different dimensions: 

• Complexity 
o Low-level text processing components such as stemmers and part-of-speech taggers 
o Named entity recognition 
o Higher level tools such as sentiment analysis 

• Genre / data source 
o Services targetting specific verticals e.g. news 
o Services targetting social media data 

• (Natural) language 
o Services for text in a variety of well-resourced EU languages (English, French, 

German, …), new EU languages (Bulgarian) and strategically important non-EU 
languages (e.g. Russian) 

The intention of these services is to provide a seed, providing enough critical mass to make the 
platform attractive and to encourage third-party developers to make their own services available 
through the platform. Three of the project partners (USFD, ONTO, and PA) have long standing 
experience of working with the GATE framework, and have significant in-house libraries of text 
mining applications.  The services described in section 2 of this document are a mixture of 
components taken from these existing libraries, components developed specifically by the 
AnnoMarket project, and components developed by other projects in which the AnnoMarket partners 
are involved (notably Arcomem and TrendMiner). 

A formal evaluation of the performance of key AnnoMarket pipelines against competitor services has 
been carried out, and the results are presented in section 3. 

2 The pipelines 

This section provides details of each pipeline (or group of related pipelines) that have been packaged 
for the AnnoMarket platform.  Each pipeline description begins with a summary of the pipeline’s 
functionality and details of what annotations the pipeline is able to produce as output.  These 
annotations are described in terms of annotation selectors in the format required by the AnnoMarket 
APIs (see D4.6 for details of these APIs), namely “annotationSetName:annotationType”, 
and include both those annotations that are produced by the pipeline by default, and those that are 
available if selected explicitly when calling the APIs. 

2.1 Low-level language processing tools 
The following pipelines specifically target low-level language processing tasks such as part of speech 
tagging and stemming.  Many of the more complex pipelines also include some of these components 
or other similar algorithms as a pre-processing step. 
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2.1.1 HepTag part-of-speech tagger 

Annotates Tokens and sentences in English text, and assigns a 
part-of-speech tag to each token using the standard "HepTag" 
POS tagger of ANNIE. The POS tag is available as the "category" 
feature of each Token annotation. 

 

Default annotations 
:Token The individual tokens of the text, with “category” feature for POS 

Additional annotations available if selected 
:SpaceToken The spaces between Token annotations 
:Sentence Sentences detected by the sentence splitter 

HepTag is the standard POS tagger included in the ANNIE IE pipeline (described below). 

2.1.2 Hunpos part-of-speech tagger (English and Hungarian) 

Tokeniser, sentence splitter and part-of-speech tagging using the 
Hunpos1 HMM-based tagger. 

Two variants of this pipeline are available, one for English text 
(shown to the left) and the other for Hungarian, using the models 
supplied with the Hunpos distribution. 

Default annotations 
:Token The individual tokens of the text, with “category” feature for POS 

Additional annotations available if selected 
:SpaceToken The spaces between Token annotations 
:Sentence Sentences detected by the sentence splitter 

2.1.3 POS tagging and morphological analysis 

Annotates Tokens and sentences in English text, and assigns to 
each token: 

• a part-of-speech tag (as the "category" feature) using the 
standard "HepTag" POS tagger of ANNIE 

• a morphological root and affix using the GATE 
Morphological Analyser. 

Default annotations 
:Token The individual tokens of the text, with “category” feature for POS and “root” 

and “affix” for morphology. 

Additional annotations available if selected 
:SpaceToken The spaces between Token annotations 

                                                        

1http://code.google.com/p/hunpos/ 
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:Sentence Sentences detected by the sentence splitter 

2.1.4 Noun phrase chunker 

An implementation of the Ramshaw and Marcus BaseNPchunker, 
which marks noun phrases with a NounChunk annotation. This 
application also includes a tokeniser, sentence splitter and POS 
tagger as these are required by the chunking algorithm. 

 

Default annotations 
:NounChunk Noun chunks discovered by the chunker 

Additional annotations available if selected 
:Token The individual tokens of the text, with “category” feature for POS 
:SpaceToken The spaces between Token annotations 
:Sentence Sentences detected by the sentence splitter 

2.1.5 Snowball stemmer (single language) 

This is a family of related pipelines that use an appropriate 
tokeniser (a language-specific one if GATE provides one, the 
language-independent GATE Unicode Tokeniser otherwise) to 
create Token annotations, and assigns a stem feature to each token 
using the Snowball Stemmer1 with a model for the appropriate 
language.  Variants of this pipeline are available for English, 

French, German, Romanian, Danish, Dutch, Finnish, Hungarian, Italian, Norwegian, Portuguese, 
Russian, Spanish, Swedish and Turkish. 

Default annotations 
:Token The individual tokens of the text, with “stem” feature for the stem 

Additional annotations available if selected 
:SpaceToken The spaces between Token annotations 

2.1.6 Snowball stemmer (multi-lingual) 

This pipeline combines automatic language detection and 
stemming for use with corpora containing a mix of documents in 
different languages. Uses the GATE Language_Identification 
plugin to guess the language of each document, then processes 
that document with the tokeniser and Snowball stemmer PR 
appropriate to the detected language to assign a stem feature to 

each token. 

                                                        
1http://snowball.tartarus.org/ 
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Default annotations 
:Token The individual tokens of the text, with “stem” feature for the stem 

Additional annotations available if selected 
:SpaceToken The spaces between Token annotations 

2.1.7 Stanford parser 

Parse text using the Stanford Parser1. This application produces 
the following output annotations: 

• Token annotations with part-of-speech tags 
• Sentence annotations 
• SyntaxTreeNode annotations encoding the phrase 

structure tree 
• Dependency annotations encoding dependency-style parse information. 

There are two variants of this pipeline, one that generates the POS tags as part of the parsing process, 
and an alternative application that uses the standard HepTag POS tagger to seed the parser with POS 
tags, which improves the speed of the parsing process. 

Default annotations 
:SyntaxTreeNode Nodes in the syntax tree, in a form compatible with the GATE tree viewer. 

Additional annotations available if selected 
:Dependency Dependency parse information 
:Token The individual tokens of the text, with “category” feature for the POS tag and 

a “dependencies” feature giving the dependencies to other tokens 
:SpaceToken The spaces between Token annotations 
:Sentence Detected sentences, including the Token that is the head of the sentence 

dependency structure. 

Note that all the inter-annotation links (between tree nodes, from nodes to tokens, and between 
dependency arguments) are by annotation ID, so the output of these pipelines will only make sense 
when serialized in a format that preserves IDs, such as GATE XML. 

2.2 General information extraction pipelines 
The pipelines in this section are predominantly concerned with named entity recognition tasks. 

2.2.1 ANNIE named entity pipeline for English 

ANNIE is a named entity recognition pipeline that identifies basic 
entity types, such as Person, Location, Organization, Money 
amounts, Time and Date expressions. 

It is the prototypical information extraction pipeline distributed 
with the GATE framework and forms the base of many more 

                                                        
1http://nlp.stanford.edu/software/lex-parser.shtml 
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complex GATE-based IE applications. In addition, the ANNIE gazetteer lists are re-used in many of 
the non-English pipelines to identify loanwords and person names or trademarked organization names 
that tend to be rendered in their original language regardless of the language of the surrounding text. 

Default annotations 
:Person 

 

Standard named entity types 
:Location 

:Organization 

:Date 

:Address Includes email and IP addresses as well as street addresses 

Additional annotations available if selected 
:Money Monetary amounts 
:Percent Expressions representing percentages 
:Token The individual tokens of the text, with “category” feature for POS 
:SpaceToken The spaces between Token annotations 
:Sentence Sentences detected by the sentence splitter 

2.2.2 Non-English pipelines derived from ANNIE 

GATE Developer provides a number of named entity recognition 
pipelines for different languages, all derived from the same base 
as then English-language ANNIE.  Four variants are available on 
the AnnoMarket platform, for documents in French, German, 
Arabic and Romanian, and all produce the same annotation types. 

 

Default annotations 
:Person 

 

Standard named entity types 
:Location 

:Organization 

:Date 

:Address Includes email and IP addresses as well as street addresses 

Additional annotations available if selected 
:Money Monetary amounts 
:Percent Expressions representing percentages 
:Token The individual tokens of the text (without part-of-speech tags) 
:SpaceToken The spaces between Token annotations 
:Sentence Sentences detected by the sentence splitter 
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2.2.3 RussIE named entity recognition pipeline for Russian 

A pipeline developed at Ontotext, which performs basic named 
entity recognition for the Russian language. This is similar in 
functionality to ANNIE, and it identifies the same types of entities 
(person, location, organization, dates and times and money 
amounts).  Two versions of the pipeline are available on the 
AnnoMarket platform, a basic version providing faster 
performance and a more complex version with components to 
handle coreference and with better handling of the complex 

inflectional morphology of the Russian language. 

Default annotations 
:Person 

 

Standard named entity types 
:Location 

:Organization 

:Date 

:Address Includes email and IP addresses as well as street addresses 

Additional annotations available if selected 
:Money Monetary amounts 
:Percent Expressions representing percentages 
:Token The individual tokens of the text 
:SpaceToken The spaces between Token annotations 
:Sentence Sentences detected by the sentence splitter 
:Lookup Individual gazetteer lookups – in the “full” version this includes the matches 

from the inflectional gazetteer, with a “lemma” feature giving the base word 
form 

:MSD “Morpho-Syntactic Description” for selected tokens, including features for 
“lemma” (the base form of inflected words) and “type” (roughly equivalent 
to a part of speech tag in English, though more complex as it encodes 
features such as gender, grammatical case, etc.1) 

2.2.4 Bulgarian named entity pipeline (CLaRK) 

A pipeline based on the CLaRK NLP system2 for the Bulgarian 
language, including tokeniser, part-of-speech tagging and 
morphology analysis, and named entity recognition. 

 

 

 

                                                        
1 A description of the Russian MSD format is available at http://corpus.leeds.ac.uk/mocky/msd-ru.html 
2 http://www.bultreebank.org/clark/ 
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Default annotations 
:Person 

 

Standard named entity types :Location 

:Organization 

:Token Individual tokens, including features for part of speech and morphology 

Additional annotations available if selected 
:Sentence Sentences detected by the sentence splitter 

2.2.5 Apache OpenNLP pipelines 

The tokeniser, sentence splitter, POS tagger, phrase chunker and 
named-entity recogniser from Apache OpenNLP1. The 
components are based on the maxent machine learning algorithm, 
and produce Token and Sentence annotations in a form 
compatible with other standard GATE tools.  Variants of this 
pipeline are available for English and Dutch: 

Default annotations 
:Person 

 

Standard named entity types 
:Location 

:Organization 

:Date 

Additional annotations available if selected 
:Money Monetary amounts 
:Percentage Percentage expressions 
:Time Time expressions 
:Sentence Sentences detected by the sentence splitter 
:Token The individual tokens of the text, with “category” feature for POS and 

“chunk” feature for the I/O/B-style chunk tags.  Complete chunks derived 
from the tags are also available as their respective annotation types (e.g. a 
sequence of tokens tagged B-NP, I-NP, I-NP gives rise to an “NP” 
annotation spanning the sequence). 

A more limited variant is also available for German which does not include the chunker or name 
finder (as OpenNLP does not make models for these components available in German). 

Default annotations 
:Sentence Sentences detected by the sentence splitter 
:Token The individual tokens of the text, with “category” feature for POS. 

                                                        
1http://opennlp.apache.org/ 
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2.2.6 Measurement expression annotator 

Annotate numbers and measurement expressions in text. This 
pipeline recognises many types of measurements including 
length, temperature, time and speed, and calculates their 
normalised values in the SI system of units. 

 

Default annotations 
:Measurement Measurement expressions, with features 
 type “scalar” for single measurements, or “interval” for intervals (e.g. “1 to 

5 pounds”) 
 unit The unit of the measurement (gram, mile, …) 
 value The numeric value of the measurement quantity as specified in the text 
 normalizedUnit The “normalized” unit for the measurement in the SI system 

(kilogram, metre, etc.) 
 normalizedValue The equivalent value of the measurement in the normalized unit.  For 

interval measurements this is replaced by a “normalizedMaxValue” 
and “normalizedMinValue” giving the end-points of the interval. 

 dimension Speed, volume, area, time, etc. 

Additional annotations available if selected 
:Sentence Sentences detected by the sentence splitter 
:Token The individual tokens of the text. 
:Ratio Expressions denoting a ratio rather than a simple measurement, typically 

percentages but also expressions like “300 parts per million” 

2.2.7 ANNIE plus measurements 

A composite pipeline including both the ANNIE English NER 
components and the measurement expression annotator.  The 
annotations produced by this pipeline are the union of those 
produced by ANNIE (section 2.2.1) and those produced by the 
measurement annotator (section 2.2.6), refer to their respective 
sections for details. 

2.3 Pipelines to annotate with respect to Linked Data 
AnnoMarket makes available named entity recognition pipelines 
which use gazetteers based on different linked open data sets. All 
of them produce similar type of output annotations including 
mapping to the original URI of the entity detected in the text and 
its corresponding ontological class. 
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Each pipeline corresponds to a single dataset (one of: GeoNames1, Freebase2 or DBpedia3) and a 
single type of entity: person, location or organization.  In addition there are combined pipelines which 
annotate all the relevant annotations from their respective data source in a single pass. 

These pipelines all produce the same output annotation types. 

Default annotations 
:Lookup Gazetteer lookup annotations, with features “class” and “inst” giving URIs 

of the class and instance in the LOD data set to which this annotation 
corresponds. 

The AnnoMarket News Pipeline described below also includes some linked data resources, linking 
annotations to instances in the “newsworthy entities” linked data knowledge base provided by the 
Press Association. 

2.4 Pipelines targetting social media data 

2.4.1 TwitIE named entity pipeline for Tweets 

A named entity recognition service for Twitter data, TwitIE was 
developed jointly by three other FP7 projects of which the 
University of Sheffield is part – ARCOMEM, TrendMiner and 
UComp. It identifies common named entity types in Tweets as 
well as performing Twitter-specific processing to annotate 
common shorthands and mis-spellings.  It uses a tokeniser and 
part-of-speech tagger that are specifically tuned to Twitter text to 
handle emoticons, hashtags, user mentions, etc.  In particular, an 

attempt is made to split up hashtags that are made up of several words run together (e.g. 
“#worldgonemad” becomes four tokens, “#”, “world”, “gone” and “mad”). 

Default annotations 
:Person 

 

Standard named entity types 
:Location 

:Organization 

:Date 

:Address Includes email and IP addresses as well as street addresses 
:Token The individual tokens of the text, with “category” feature for POS.  
:Emoticon Emoticons such as :-) 
:Hashtag Hashtags, including the leading # character 
:URL URL mentions 
:UserID The username part of @user mentions, not including the leading @ sign 

                                                        
1 http://www.geonames.org/ 
2 http://www.freebase.com/ 
3 http://dbpedia.org/ 
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Additional annotations available if selected 
:Money Monetary amounts 
:Percent Expressions representing percentages 
:SpaceToken The spaces between Token annotations 
:Sentence Sentences detected by the sentence splitter 

2.5 Higher-level text analysis tools 

2.5.1 ARCOMEM opinion mining pipeline (English) 

A generic opinion mining pipeline for English, applicable to both 
short Tweets and longer documents.  It detects sentences which 
are “opinionated” and classifies them as positive or negative with 
a numeric score to indicate the strength of the sentiment.  It also 
attempts to determine the entity that is the target of the opinion, 
and whether or not the sentence is sarcastic. 

 

Default annotations 
Opinions:SentenceSentiment Opinionated sentence, with features as described above 

Additional annotations available if selected 
Opinions:EntitySentiment Entities about which an opinion has been expressed, with 

features indicating the polarity and strength of the opinion 
Opinions:SentenceSet Annotation covering the full set of opinionated sentences, 

with features giving the mean and standard deviation of their 
scores and whether the overall sentiment of the piece is 
positive or negative 

2.5.2 Term extraction 

Term extraction is the process of discovering which words and n-grams within a corpus are significant 
terms in the context of that particular corpus.  A pipeline to annotate terms is currently under 
development, based on the TermRaider tools developed by the ARCOMEM project and leveraging the 
n-gram language models built in AnnoMarket’s WP2. 

2.6 Pipelines for specific verticals 

2.6.1 AnnoMarket News Pipeline 

The AnnoMarket News Pipeline is a named entity recognition 
pipeline dedicated to the news domain. It combines text mining 
tools from the University of Sheffield with the Press Association's 
extensive knowledge base of newsworthy entities. 

Documents processed will be annotated with occurrences of 
standard entity types, such as Person, Location, and Organization. 
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Entities included in the PA knowledge base will also be associated with their PA URI, which allows 
advanced integrated semantic searches to be performed. 

The pipeline has comprehensive support for recognition and normalization of dates, including date 
ranges and relative date expressions, such as "last year". Also recognized are numbers, ratios, 
percentages, amounts of money, and measurement units. 

Default annotations 
:Person 

 

Standard named entity types.  Entities found in the PA 
knowledgebase will include “class” and “inst” features with the 
corresponding URIs 

:Location 

:Organization 

:Date Dates, including a “normalized” form as a number in the format yyyymmdd 
for efficient comparison (for example November 12th 2010 would be 
represented as the number 20101112), and a “relative” feature stating 
whether the date is in the past, present or future relative to the date of the 
document. 

:DateRange A range of dates, or a non-specific date expression such as “last year”, with 
features “normalizedStart” and “normalizedEnd” giving the endpoints of the 
range in the same format as the normalized value for a single date 

:Address Includes email and IP addresses as well as street addresses 
:Number Numeric expressions, including numbers expressed in words, with their 

calculated numeric value as a feature 
:Measurement Measurement expressions, as described in section 2.2.6 
:Ratio Ratios, as described in section 2.2.6 
:Money Monetary amounts 
:Percent Percentage expressions 
:Token The individual tokens of the text, with “category” feature for POS.  
:Sentence Sentences detected by the sentence splitter 
:Content The significant content sections of the document, excluding boilerplate such 

as navigation bars and menus 

2.6.2 AnnoMarket political speech categoriser 

A pipeline to categorise sentences in English political speeches 
according to their subject, labelling sentences with one of the 
categories it was trained to recognise. 

Sentences in political speech are difficult to categorise because 
they are not always clearly about one subject or another. Because 
of that, our categoriser does make some mistakes, its measured 
accuracy being of 72% 

Default annotations 

The categories that the pipeline has been trained to recognise, i.e. :civil-liberties, 
:crime, :economy, :defence-and-foreign-policy, :education, 
:environment, :europe, :health, :immigration, :political-reform, 
:uk-countries, :work-and-welfare. 
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Additional annotations available if selected 
:Sentence Sentences detected by the sentence splitter 
:Token The individual tokens of the text. 

2.6.3 UK political entities 

A pipeline provided by the Press Association which uses 
gazetteers to annotate various terms relevant to UK political 
news, including names of all current (and some prominent 
former) UK MPs and members of the House of Lords, UK 
political offices/positions such as Prime Minister, various 
Secretaries of State, Speaker, Attorney General, etc., government 
departments, political events, UK parliamentary constituencies, 
and significant political buildings (which are often used as 

metonyms in news reporting, e.g. “Holyrood” to refer to the Scottish government). 

Default annotations 
:Person Politically-relevant people, such as MPs.  The “minorType” feature can be 

used to distinguish between the different types 
:Location Parliamentary constituencies and significant political buildings 
:Organization Government departments, agencies, and other political bodies 
:TaxAndBenefits Taxes or benefits – the “minorType” distinguishes between them 
:Event Political events (summits, conferences, elections, …) 
:JobTitle Political positions such as MP, the Secretaries of State, Chancellor, 

Speaker, etc. 
:PoliticsKeyword Other keywords relevant to UK politics 

2.6.4 PennBio tagger 

An example application demonstrating the capabilities of the 
Penn BioTagger1 from the University of Pennsylvania. The 
application includes a tokeniser tuned specifically for biomedical 
text and taggers for genes, genomic variations and malignancy 
types, based on the MALLET machine learning library. 

 

Default annotations 
:gene Expressions denoting genes 
:malignancy-type Expressions denoting malignancy types 
:location  

Expressions relating to genomic variation :state-original 

:state-altered 

                                                        
1http://www.seas.upenn.edu/~strctlrn/BioTagger/BioTagger.html 
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:variation  
Expressions relating to genomic variation 

:type 

Additional annotations available if selected 
:Token The individual tokens of the text. 

2.6.5 AbGene tagger 

Tags mentions of gene names in biomedical text using the Tanabe 
& Wilbur’s AbGene tagger[1]. 

 

 

 

Default annotations 
:Gene Expressions denoting genes 

2.6.6 UMLS and DrugBank concept annotator (Khresmoi) 

A pipeline developed in the Khresmoi project to perform semantic annotation with respect to concepts 
from the UMLS1 meta-thesaurus of biomedical terms and the DrugBank database2 of drugs and drug 
targets.  Two variants of this pipeline are available, one which annotates the whole document and the 
other which first removes any sections of the document that are identified as “boilerplate” and then 
annotates whatever remains. 

Default annotations 
Output:Anatomy Anatomical term from UMLS 
Output:Disease Disease term from UMLS 
Output:Drug Drug from UMLS or DrugBank 
Output:Investigation Medical investigative process from UMLS 

UMLS-derived annotations (of any of these four types) have features 

• “cui” and “tui” – the concept- and type unique identifiers for the term from UMLS 
• “tui-name” – the human readable name for the TUI 
• “source” – always “umls” 

Drug annotations that come from DrugBank have features 

• “inst” and “class” – instance and class URIs from the DrugBank knowledge base 
• “source” – always “drugbank” 

 

                                                        
1 http://www.nlm.nih.gov/research/umls/ 
2 http://www.drugbank.ca/ 
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3 Performance evaluation 

In this section we report work to evaluate the performance of some of the pipelines provided by the 
AnnoMarket platform against competing services. We report two sets of experiments addressing 
different pipelines, first the TwitIE pipeline on Twitter data, and second the AnnoMarket News 
Pipeline on newswire data. 

3.1 TwitIE 
Social media data in general, and microblog texts such as Twitter in particular, exhibit quite different 
characteristics from the newswire text on which many state-of-the-art named entity annotation systems 
were developed and such systems tend to perform very poorly on social media text[2].  Tweets are 
much shorter than typical newswire documents, offering less context to help interpret ambiguous 
terminology, and typically display poor grammar and spelling, inconsistent capitalization, and wide 
use of shorthands and abbreviations to fit the desired message within Twitter’s 140 character limit.  
There are also features unique to social media such as @mentions of usernames, #hashtags, and 
“retweet” markers. 

We have run some experiments to compare the performance of the TwitIE named entity pipeline 
against other third-party annotation services that are potential competitors to AnnoMarket.  The 
evaluation was carried out over the test set of 4,264 Tweets provided for the Making Sense of 
Microposts 2013 Concept Extraction Challenge by Basave et al[3].  These Tweets have been manually 
annotated with a total of 1,450 named entity mentions, made up of person (1,122), location (229) and 
organisation (99).   

Meaningful comparisons among disparate systems can be difficult to obtain as there is no common 
standard set of entity types and classification schemes – each system defines its own set of classes and 
those need to be mapped onto the classification scheme used by the gold standard data set.  The 
mapping is not always obvious, for example some systems may be designed to treat a “facility” as a 
location and others to treat it as an organization.  Additionally, this evaluation can only capture that 
portion of the various systems’ functionality that is common between all systems and the gold 
standard, namely the recognition of the types and spans of named entities – additional functions such 
as TwitIE’s hashtag retokenization are not considered here. 

The third party services we compared against were Calais1, TextRazor2, Lupedia3 and Zemanta4.  The 
results returned from these services were mapped into the three target entity types as follows: 

• For Calais each returned entity has a “_type” value, the full list of types is available at 
http://www.opencalais.com/documentation/calais-web-service-api/api-metadata/entity-index-
and-definitions, and we mapped: 

o “Person” to the target Person type 
o “Organization”, “Company” and “MusicGroup” to the target Organization type 
o “City”, “Continent”, “Country”, “NaturalFeature”, “ProvinceOrState” and “Region” 

to the target Location type 
• For TextRazor each returned entity has a list of types (some more and some less specific) 

based on the ontologies of DBpedia and Freebase.  We mapped: 

                                                        
1 http://www.opencalais.com 
2 http://www.textrazor.com 
3 http://lupedia.ontotext.com 
4 http://www.zemanta.com 
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o DBpedia “Person” to the target Person type 
o DBPedia “Company” and Freebase “/organization/organization” to the target 

Organization type 
o DBPedia “Place” to the target Location type 

• For Lupedia, the service can be configured to return the full hierarchy of DBpedia types for 
each entity, so we mapped 

o “Person” to the target Person type 
o “Organisation” to the target Organization type 
o “Place” to the target Location type  

• For Zemanta each returned entity has a “type” value, a list of valid types is available at 
http://developer.zemanta.com/docs/entity_type/ and we mapped: 

o “/people/person” to the target Person type 
o “/organization/organization”, “/business/company”, “/broadcast/tv_station”, 

“/broadcast/radio_station”, “/music/musical_group” and “/music/record_label” to the 
target Organization type 

o “/location/location”, “/architecture/building”, “/protected_sites/listed_site” and 
“/protected_sites/protected_site” to the target Location type 

Results are shown in tables 1 and 2 below, and are the average of the “strict” score (where matches 
must be perfect, and partially overlapping matches are given no credit) and the “lenient” score (where 
partial matches are considered correct), thus effectively allocating a half credit to partial matches.  

System 

Location Org Person 

P R F1 F0.5 P R F1 F0.5 P R F1 F0.5 

OpenCalais 80.77 53.03 64.02 73.12 64.77 21.40 32.13 45.97 68.22 77.76 72.68 69.93 

Lupedia 45.45 30.30 36.36 41.32 25.00 20.96 22.80 24.07 87.21 50.13 63.67 75.97 

TextRazor 26.09 84.85 39.90 30.28 25.58 52.62 34.43 28.51 80.05 90.11 84.78 81.88 

TwitIE 34.48 70.71 46.36 38.42 36.23 21.83 27.25 32.01 82.35 68.18 74.60 79.06 

Zemanta 47.41 27.78 35.03 41.54 2.65 11.35 4.30 3.13 94.05 33.11 48.98 68.75 

Table 1: Per-entity-type evaluation results for TwitIE on the MSM2013 test set 

 

System P R F1 F0.5 

OpenCalais 68.59 67.17 67.87 68.30 

Lupedia 70.93 44.17 54.44 63.27 

TextRazor 59.12 83.83 69.34 62.82 

TwitIE 69.69 61.03 65.07 67.76 

Zemanta 29.64 29.31 29.47 29.57 

Table 2: Overall results for TwitIE on the MSM2013 test set. 
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Scores are given in terms of precision (the proportion of entities marked by the system that were 
correct according to the gold standard) and recall (the proportion of entities in the gold standard that 
the system found).  The F1 measure is the balanced harmonic mean of P and R – PR/(P+R) – and the 
F0.5 measure is a weighted version of this that considers precision to be twice as important as recall.  
For tasks like this, particularly on the large quantities of data that cloud platforms can process, 
precision errors (asserting something that is wrong) are often viewed by users as more serious than 
recall errors (missing something that could have been found). 

From these results it can be seen that TwitIE’s performance is comparable to the other commercial 
services, particularly on the person annotations that make up the overwhelming majority (77%) of the 
named entities in this test set.  TwitIE is tuned to prefer precision over recall, but not excessively so – 
Lupedia and Zemanta achieve higher precision scores on some entity types but at substantially lower 
recall than TwitIE. 

An inspection of the errors made by TwitIE on this data set points to three principal causes.  First the 
MSM gold standard tends to annotate the name of a sports team as an organization even when the 
team name corresponds exactly to the name of the team’s home town or county (e.g. the “Yorkshire” 
cricket team or the “Barcelona” football club), whereas TwitIE was developed under annotation 
guidelines that called for such instances to be annotated as locations, and this systematic disagreement 
affects precision and recall figures for both annotation types.  Secondly a significant number of the 
Tweets in this set are news headlines in titlecase, causing false positives for a number of systems 
including TwitIE. We are currently working on updating TwitIE to include a recaser component, to 
normalise tweet capitalisation and thus help POS tagging and named entity recognition. Thirdly, the 
MSM dataset has been partially anonymised by replacing all hashtags with “_HASHTAG_” and all 
user mentions with “_Mention_”, removing features that TwitIE would normally make use of as 
context, to improve performance.  Finally, this is a freely-available dataset and while it is certain that 
TwitIE has not been specifically trained on this data, other services may have been – being 
commercial services rather than open-source it is not possible to know for definite what data sources 
and tools each service makes use of behind the scenes. 

Further improvements to the TwitIE pipeline are ongoing as part of other research projects and 
improved versions will be made available on the AnnoMarket platform in due course. 

3.2 The AnnoMarket News Pipeline 
For the news domain, we ran some experiments to benchmark the performance of several AnnoMarket 
pipelines including the purpose-built news pipeline, and compare them to the same four third-party 
services described in the previous section.  The dataset used was the English language “development” 
portion of the CoNLL 2003 shared task dataset, consisting of 216 newswire texts annotated with 
named entities in the same three categories described above – Person, Location and Organization, plus 
“Misc” which represents a number of other entity types.  For the purposes of this evaluation we 
concentrated on Person, Location and Organization as these mapped most naturally to the entity 
classes used by the various pipelines and third-party systems under test.  We avoided using the 
“training” portion of the dataset as this has been widely used in the development of many named entity 
annotation systems and thus runs the risk of testing services on their own training data.  Again, 
reported scores allocate half credit for partial matches. 
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The results are shown in table 4.  As is apparent from this table, different services behave quite 
differently.  In particular Zemanta appears to be highly biased towards high precision at the expense of 
recall – on Person in particular Zemanta achieved 96.7% precision but only 20.68% recall. 

An analysis of the kinds of errors encountered by ANNIE and the AnnoMarket news pipeline revealed 
the same systematic difference of opinion between the pipelines and the test corpus regarding sports 
teams, with many instances that ANNIE and the news pipeline annotate as locations being instead 
considered organizations by the gold standard.  This affects 98 of the 216 CoNLL documents, so in 
order to eliminate this systematic bias the results have been re-calculated over the 118 non-sport 
documents only, with results as shown in table 5.  With the systematic bias removed we see that 
ANNIE and the AnnoMarket news pipeline show much more respectable performance, and this clearly 
demonstrates how difficult it can be to compare disparate systems developed under different 
assumptions and annotation guidelines. 

Again, the Zemanta results are skewed by an emphasis on precision – 83.33% on Person, but with only 

System 

Per-entity F1 Overall 

Location Org Person P R F1 

ANNIE 76.58 40.18 73.28 71.51 63.34 67.18 

AM-News 76.42 40.61 72.75 70.94 63.57 67.05 

OpenCalais 82.32 46.15 75.72 75.82 68.88 72.18 

TextRazor 70.45 40.48 83.18 62.87 75.45 68.59 

Lupedia 65.14 16.89 50.69 77.16 36.87 49.90 

Zemanta 25.28 16.27 34.08 77.75 15.77 26.22 

Table 3: Comparison of different NER services on CoNLL dataset. 

System 

Per-entity F1 Overall 

Location Org Person P R F1 

ANNIE 82.73 61.55 67.33 77.53 69.06 73.05 

AM-News 82.45 62.46 66.95 77.03 69.49 73.07 

OpenCalais 84.08 71.20 71.58 75.17 78.77 76.93 

TextRazor 70.19 62.86 81.85 61.63 85.40 71.60 

Lupedia 66.52 24.70 32.50 85.60 34.14 48.81 

Zemanta 37.53 26.61 10.37 76.00 17.14 27.97 

Table 4: Comparison of different NER services on non-sport documents of the CoNLL dataset. 
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5.53% recall (Zemanta only found 39 Person mentions in total across the 118 documents) the results 
may be unreliable. 

The two AnnoMarket pipelines ANNIE and AM-News are unsurprisingly similar, as the latter borrows 
many modules from the former – its strategy is to start from the annotations produced by ANNIE and 
use the PA knowledge base to improve on these and augment them with URI links where possible.  It 
also provides improved handling of dates compared to ANNIE, but as the test data sets available for 
this evaluation did not include date annotations this is not apparent from the statistics given above.  
The news pipeline generally performs slightly better than ANNIE on Organization annotations (in 
terms of both precision and recall), but at the expense of Person annotations. 

Following this evaluation and others performed for other research projects a number of improvements 
have been made to the ANNIE system.  These changes will feed forward into the AM-News pipeline, 
and the results of running the same evaluation on the new versions of these pipelines are shown in 
table 6. 

Further improvements are ongoing, and the final version of both these pipelines will be included in the 
final AnnoMarket platform release. 

4 Conclusion 

This document details the pipelines that have been made available on the AnnoMarket platform.  They 
span the full range from basic text processing tools through to high-level sentiment analysis, and cover 
a wide range of different text genres and styles from general web pages to on-line news, biomedical 
literature and social media, in multiple languages. But this set of pipelines is just a seed, and as the 
AnnoMarket community grows we hope to see a thriving marketplace for additional pipelines, both 
from the project partners and from third party developers. 

We have also presented a performance evaluation of some of the most significant pipelines developed 
for the project, and in particular we see that the TwitIE pipeline performs extremely well when 
compared to competing services.  This evaluation data has already been used to make improvements to 
the pipelines in question, and further improvements are ongoing. 

System 

Per-entity F1 Overall 

Location Org Person P R F1 

Testing on the full 216 document dataset 

ANNIE 77.14 40.35 79.42 74.92 66.71 70.58 

AM-News 77.00 41.84 78.40 74.43 66.76 70.39 

Testing on the “non-sport” subset 

ANNIE 83.80 65.06 75.98 80.01 74.38 77.09 

AM-News 83.46 66.12 75.30 79.66 74.48 76.98 

Table 5: Evaluation of the latest versions of ANNIE and AM-News. 
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